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1         THE COURT:  Okay.

2                            ***

3      (Within the presence and hearing of the jury.)

4                           ***

5         THE COURT:  Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen.

6         THE JURORS:  Good morning.

7         THE COURT:  Both sides have rested their case,

8 their evidence has been admitted.  We're now ready for

9 closing arguments.  We've been through this once before.

10 Remember that closing arguments are not evidence.  They

11 are arguments about what they believe, each side

12 believes the evidence has shown, or in the case of the

13 defense, perhaps what the evidence has failed to show.

14         Following the closing arguments, I will give you

15 some brief instructions, and then you will deliberate on

16 this issue only.

17         Plaintiffs have asked for a total of 45 minutes,

18 broken up with 30 minutes followed by 15 minutes of

19 rebuttal, and the defense has asked for approximately 15

20 to 20 minutes.  All right?

21         For the plaintiffs.

22         MR. PLAKAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

23         Good morning for the last time.

24         THE JURORS:  Good morning.

25         MR. PLAKAS:  First of all, let me thank you,
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1 each and every one of you, for giving me the honor of

2 being in your presence and watching you sacrifice, I

3 think invest actually, a month, more than a month now of

4 your life in an investment which I think is a tipping

5 point for this country.  So thank you for allowing me

6 and all of us and the Gibsons to join you in what I

7 think you will soon learn is a historic case.  Thank you

8 each and every one of you.

9         Why is this country watching you and this

10 case?  And really, that's maybe one of the few things

11 that we agreed on with the opposition.  During the

12 course of this case, when the Attorney Zidar got up

13 yesterday, she recognized that everyone is watching and

14 learning or wondering what you are going to say and what

15 the standards are that you are going to reintroduce or

16 remind all of us.  And why is that?  Why are they all

17 watching you?

18         I think they are watching you because we've

19 learned that words, especially now in this day and age,

20 words are weapons.  And we agree, I think -- I think if

21 anyone knows anything about this case, we agree that

22 what happened to the Gibsons should not happen to

23 anyone.  But it could happen to everyone.  And that's

24 why we are here, because it shouldn't, and we need to

25 protect against that.
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1         We go through our lives and we watch the news

2 and we watch the talk shows and see what upsets us or

3 disgusts us, and we ask ourselves, that shouldn't be,

4 that can't be.  Why doesn't someone do something about

5 it?  And respectfully, you are put in this historic

6 position of, when people ask why someone isn't doing

7 something about it, that someone is now you, by fate.

8 And you have the opportunity to do something about it

9 now.

10         So we know that what happened to the Gibsons

11 should not happen to anyone.  So how do we go about

12 making sure or substantially reducing any risk that this

13 does happen to anyone else?

14         So how do we do the right thing?  First of all,

15 we have to determine, and you have to determine, if in

16 this country truth still matters.  That's where we

17 start.  Does truth still matter?  Because if it does,

18 it -- didn't I start this case with a bottle of water,

19 and I apologized for my throat and I was glad to see the

20 spring and the pollen come in?  But I'm not sure.  Maybe

21 it's lack of sleep.  Excuse me again.  Could be

22 advancing age also.  I'm not sure.

23         So if we decide that truth still matters, then

24 we have to decide if in fact the reckless disregard of

25 truth constitutes actual malice and constitutes the
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1 basis for punitive damage, to make sure other people

2 are -- other institutions, people or anyone is deterred

3 or discouraged from doing this again.

4         So in regard to the point of is there evidence

5 as to this situation that Oberlin College, this

6 billion-dollar institution, to them is there a truth

7 doesn't matter.  And I think we see that and have

8 provided additional evidence.

9         But let's start with Exhibit Number 63.  That's

10 one of the highest ranking officials at Oberlin College

11 and that's special assistant to the president, Tita

12 Reed, and we know that -- and you two ladies or anyone,

13 if I'm in your way, I can bob and weave.

14         So you saw this before and you saw at the bottom

15 Emily Crawford, who is an employee of the communications

16 department, basically gives a heads up and says, look,

17 something is happening here, let's look at the truth.

18 And what happens when they are presented with the truth

19 from a reliable source?  Do they recklessly disregard

20 that?  Consciously disregard it?  And what does Tita

21 Reed say on behalf of the college?  In effect she says,

22 "The truth doesn't change a," excuse me, "damned thing

23 for me."  And when Vice President Raimondo sees that,

24 she says, at the top, "Sure.  Okay to send."

25         So we start there.  If you go to Exhibit 111,
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1 now we're getting -- the college is getting truthful

2 information from, at this point 111, we are proud

3 Oberlin College alums, one white, one black couple, and

4 when we go to the fourth paragraph, the first line, they

5 once again say, hey, the truth is to treat either

6 Mr. Gibson or his business as racist because of what

7 took place here, seems to us to be completely

8 inappropriate.

9         If you go to the next exhibit, 161.  This is

10 from someone -- if you see the first paragraph, this

11 isn't just someone off the street.  This is someone who

12 knows the president by first name.  And what's he say?

13 The first paragraph, "I regret that our paths did not

14 cross when I passed through Oberlin briefly for the

15 alumni trustee search committee meeting --" this person

16 that sent this letter is on the alumni trustee search

17 committee meeting -- two weekends ago."  So that's a

18 reliable, truthful source.

19         What does he say, the first sentence of the

20 third paragraph?  You will have the entire exhibit.  We

21 don't have time to read the entirety of all these

22 exhibit.  The first sentence of the third paragraph

23 says, "I've known David Gibson and his father for more

24 than 50 years.  They are a family of gentle and fine

25 people."
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1         When you go to the next paragraph, first

2 sentence, "I am asking that the hasty suspension of

3 Gibson's as a supplier be rescinded and the additional

4 factfinding and civil adjudication."  This is one of the

5 documents that we -- that can only come in this portion

6 of the case, because this is the punitive damage

7 portion.  You didn't have the benefit of this and about

8 half a dozen documents before because it wasn't

9 appropriate.

10         If we go to the second page of this document, it

11 says, "I urge you to order those responsible for the

12 reflexive and unjustified suspension of college

13 purchases from the Gibsons to rescind their directive

14 immediately and to help restore the Gibson's family

15 hard-won reputation from the ravages imposed by the

16 college administration at the behest of a few

17 opportunistic student activists looking for a cause."

18         Remember what Ferd Protzman said?  He said this

19 is just a small group of vocal activists.  I guess, in

20 effect, they allowed them to ruin the name and

21 reputation and to hold the college hostage.  I'm not

22 sure.  We talked about that and the appeasement of the

23 college.

24         485, the next exhibit which you had not seen

25 before.  The second paragraph indicates, again, a
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1 source -- a long-standing source.  "My family was one of

2 the founders of what became the split-off church from

3 Christ Episcopal Church."

4         If we go to the last sentence on that page.  "My

5 greatest concern is a statement that may have been

6 incorrectly attributed to you."  And this is being

7 written to Vice President Raimondo.  "And if so, I would

8 appreciate you clarifying it.  The statement that

9 Gibson's Bakery and the Gibson family specifically are

10 racists and that they have a long history of mistreating

11 customers of color.  This does not sound like the family

12 that I have known for nearly my entire life.  Judging by

13 your CV and your graduation date from Brown, I suspect

14 we have the same vintage.  So I'm taking time to reach

15 out to you privately, respectfully and politely to ask

16 you if you could please help me understand specifically

17 what these instances of racism are."

18         So throughout this we are having the truth be

19 presented and it being disregarded and not investigated.

20 So that, Ladies and Gentlemen, is indeed actual malice.

21         Actual malice also rears its head with regard to

22 the claim for interference with business relationships.

23 And as you learned, the issue becomes, was there a

24 justification for cutting off this over-hundred-year-old

25 business relationship?  And in terms of actual malice,
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1 recklessly disregarding the truth, I remind you of the

2 trial testimony that you heard from Ferdinand Protzman,

3 on page 35, line 18 to 21, when he said very clearly,

4 very simply -- this is the May 29th trial testimony,

5 Ferdinand Protzman, page 179, line 8.  And he said, the

6 question was, "Would you agree that in your words,

7 dean --" excuse me.

8         This actually is as to the issue of intentional

9 infliction of emotional distress.  And President Krislov

10 stated, since you've got that up on the board, he stated

11 that, "You would agree that, in your words, being called

12 a racist is one of the worst things that a human being

13 can be called, correct?"

14         And in that regard, we see if we go to

15 paragraph -- Exhibit 248, lines -- this is a text

16 messages between Tita Reed and Meredith Raimondo.

17 Starting with the second text message.  It says -- it

18 says, "just e-mailed from you."  Do you have that?

19 "Just e-mailed from you the ruling from today regarding

20 public records.  Looks like Januzzi --" that's Judge

21 Januzzi "-- rejected the diversion."

22         Her response was F-U-C-K.  And the language is

23 pretty bad.  It refers to the Gibsons experiencing

24 economic sanctions.  And Vice President Raimondo says,

25 "It will break my heart if that stupid bakery order is
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1 used to screw these kids."  Now we're seeing both the

2 issue of the ill will and lack of justification in

3 regard to the interference with business relationship,

4 and the ill will and the spirit of revenge that they're

5 not worried about the Gibsons, because calling them "the

6 stupid bakery order."

7         And in regard to their lack of concern and ill

8 will and spirit of revenge, if we go to Exhibit 322,

9 this is the one that -- you pop that out -- again, from

10 Meredith Raimondo.  And she's suggesting to everybody

11 that, "Please do encourage the students to reflect that

12 counter-protesters will only send even more business

13 into the Gibson's if student protesters are there

14 today."

15         And she -- so the primary concern has always

16 been putting economic pressure on the Gibsons because

17 they don't do the things, apparently, that the college

18 wants them to do.  And that's play ball in terms of the

19 request for special treatment.

20         With regard to the truth of the college knowing

21 exactly that there was no truth to any suggestions or

22 rumors of racial treatment.  If we go to Ferdinand

23 Protzman's trial testimony, on page 23, lines 19

24 through 22.  That's the May 10th testimony that he

25 testified in front of you.  He said on page 23, lines 19
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1 through 22, "Did the college privately challenge the

2 protester's statement?"  And his answer was, "I don't

3 think we did in part because I don't think anything of

4 us thought that the Gibsons were racists."  So once

5 again, recklessly disregarding the truth.  And the truth

6 doesn't matter to them and that is actual malice.

7         And then what I think that I was looking for

8 before -- and forgive me, jumping around is due to me

9 being a computer and electronic idiot.  And it's not for

10 Beth, because she does everything right and I know she

11 is saying, "Gee, Lee, we're not doing this in order."

12 And we aren't only because it's me.

13         So the last thing I need to cover, both -- we

14 covered the actual malice with regard to the libel.  We

15 covered actual malice.  Now I've given you a

16 smorgasbord, if you will, with regard to interference

17 with business relationships and the intentional

18 infliction of emotional distress.

19         And as to the interference with business

20 relationships, you already heard Ferdinand Protzman say

21 there's no justification.  And that's on May 10th

22 testimony in front of you, page 35, lines 18 through 21.

23 And he says, and the facts -- "Question:  And the facts

24 that you ascertained led to you believe that there was

25 really no justifiable reason to cancel this order,
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1 correct?"  "Over time, that's correct."

2         So if the truth doesn't matter and if facts

3 don't matter and you do what you want to do, regardless

4 of the truth and facts in regard to any of our three

5 claims, then in fact that is actual malice.

6         We did put up in opening just a chart for actual

7 malice.  And that was Chart N.  You are going to have

8 all of this in front of you.  We don't want -- we don't

9 think it's fair to take the time to have you go through

10 it again.  But you have the ability to look for those

11 things that really are inconsistent with truth mattering

12 or facts mattering.  And when truth and facts don't

13 matter and you disregard, refuse to accept, that's

14 actual malice.  And for this case, to get to doing the

15 right thing, we have put those things forward because

16 you have to find actual malice for punitive damages for

17 each of those counts.

18         We have -- again, I won't bother you with going

19 through them.  But, you know, we showed you the boards,

20 and I don't think it helps go through all of these.  But

21 if you find portions of my last few minutes boring, you

22 can look at the chart.  I see some heads nodding.

23         This is exactly what you are not supposed to do

24 when you are presenting in front of the jury.  You are

25 never supposed to put a munch of miscellaneous stuff up
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1 to detract attention.  It's good this is the last day,

2 right?

3         At any rate, you are going to be presented with

4 interrogatories in this case.  We're going to suggest to

5 you how these interrogatories should be.  The judge is

6 going to ask you for some more specification.

7         And if we can pull up slide P.

8         And with regard to David Gibson, the judge is

9 going to ask you for further specification,

10 clarification -- is this board blocking you?

11         With regard to the verdict amount of

12 $5.8 million for David Gibson and if you are asked for

13 that specification, which we believe that you will be,

14 we would suggest that 4800 -- 4,800,000 for libel and

15 one million be for the intentional infliction of

16 emotional distress.

17         Slide two for Grandpa, the verdict is

18 $3 million.  You will be asked for further

19 specification.  And as to the libel claim, we would

20 recommend $2 million for the libel specification and one

21 million for the intentional infliction of emotional

22 distress.

23         As to Gibson's Bakery, the verdict amount, and

24 that's slide three, is $2,274,500.  And we would suggest

25 that be split evenly between those two.  That's
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1 $1,137,250 in that regard.

2         So what are their defenses?  We've explained to

3 you the purpose of punitive damages.  We've explained

4 that that's, although they're called punitive and surely

5 a portion of it is punishment, it's smart money.  The

6 greater emphasis, in my mind, and the greater value is

7 the deterrence and discouragement of not only this

8 continuing to happen to the Gibsons, but just as

9 importantly to make sure that the example is made so

10 that others are deterred or discouraged from doing that.

11         Now, we have heard in opening yesterday from

12 Attorney Zidar that they get it.  They accept your

13 verdict, she said.  They're changing.  Interestingly

14 enough, the only changes we've heard were changes that

15 affect the students, not the administration that is and

16 has been and will be running the school going forward.

17 They apologize for the students, but they don't

18 apologize for themselves.

19         This case is -- the students have already

20 apologized.  The students have already done the right

21 thing.  They stood up in court and accepted their

22 responsibility.  So when Oberlin College attorneys get

23 up and apologize to you in an effort to tell you, "Don't

24 award any punitive damages because we get it, we

25 understand," where is the apology from the college?
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1         Attorney Zidar didn't apologize for the college.

2 She may.  But if she does, where was the apology from

3 the stand, from Meredith Raimondo, from Donica Varner or

4 President Ambar, or anybody?  So, you know you can tell

5 the attorney, "Go and apologize for us because that will

6 look good to the jury, and maybe they will not award

7 punitive damages or maybe they will reduce them."

8         And you know, to me that's like a convicted

9 person getting religion as he starts to walk into the

10 jail to serve his sentence.  You know, it's okay to get

11 religion at some point, but it's not okay just to say,

12 well, I'm going to get religion, or I've got religion

13 and I understand it, but not do it.  And you heard no

14 evidence whatsoever from the stand, from any of them

15 that they got it, that they understand.

16         In fact, what you did hear is that for two and a

17 half years they have been publishing in newsletters, to

18 tens of thousands of people in their mailing list, the

19 alumni, their supporter, their students, they have been

20 telling them that the Gibsons are wrong.  And we saw the

21 exhibits and we saw the notice that Donica Varner said

22 is still on the internet.

23         What shocked me, they get up and tell you that

24 they get it and they don't need punitive damages

25 assessed.  But while they're doing that, while their
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1 attorney over the weekend is preparing her speech to

2 you, to tell you, "Don't worry, we have this, we

3 understand, we're going to change," while that was going

4 on, thousands -- tens of thousands of people on Oberlin

5 College, this mailing list, were getting an e-mail blast

6 letter, an official letter from the vice president,

7 general counsel and secretary telling them, you got it

8 wrong, that there was clear evidence that you

9 overlooked.

10         And the testimony of that is from the trial

11 testimony of yesterday.  You saw it.  It played out in

12 front of you.  Trial testimony page 62, lines 2

13 through 19.  There are several passages.  You were here.

14 I don't need to read all of them.  But the vice

15 president and general counsel testified, "Question:  The

16 position following the jury verdict clearly said that

17 Oberlin College did not agree -- regretted that the jury

18 did not agree with the clear evidence our team

19 presented.  That was one pronouncement publicly,

20 correct?"  "Correct."

21         You had, for five or six weeks, you apparently

22 had clear evidence that you disregarded, you got it

23 wrong.  Just like for the last two and a half years it

24 was clear to Oberlin College, and they told the world,

25 that the Gibsons got it wrong.  And that's still on the
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1 website.  I'm not sure, I haven't checked it today, if

2 the letter they sent out telling the world that you

3 didn't get it right, that there was clear evidence that

4 you overlooked.

5         If we go to line 8.  "And in addition, Oberlin

6 College, to thousands of people in the public domain,

7 said that neither Oberlin College nor Dean Raimondo

8 defamed a local business or its owners."

9         And 13, "It said they never endorsed statements

10 made by others?"  "That is also true."

11         And 16, "Also said, 'as we have stated, the

12 colleges cannot be held liable.'"

13         So whatever they have been saying about the

14 Gibsons, they're now saying about you.  So when they

15 say -- when they get up now in a few minutes and say,

16 "Don't worry, we're changing," the only change comes

17 when the administration wants it to change.

18         The administration still has not accepted

19 responsibility of any kind.  They're blaming the

20 students.  And when they apologized, they said, "We

21 apologize that the students stole.  They shouldn't

22 have."  Okay.  Everyone understands that.  But they

23 never apologized for anything they did.  They never

24 apologized for the claims or innuendos of racism.

25         So where does that get us?  We need to deter and
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1 discourage and tell them and this country that there's

2 consequences for the things you say and you do, and you

3 can't just, as a billion-dollar corporation say -- well,

4 this isn't going to be material.  They already said it

5 in the paper.  The pending lawsuit wasn't material

6 because when you're a billion-dollar corporation,

7 $11 million is what, one percent?  One percent of

8 anything doesn't really affect us.  None of us are rich.

9 But one percent, if I have a hundred dollars,

10 one percent is a dollar.  That's not going to change my

11 life or your life.

12         So what should be the amount of punitive

13 damages?  The amount should be the amount that's

14 necessary to send a message to discourage and deter

15 Oberlin College from continuing its conduct with Gibsons

16 or anybody else, and to send the broader message to the

17 community of colleges, to the community of powerful

18 institutions, that you can't do this type of thing.  You

19 wasn't ruin people -- you can't ruin someone's

20 individual life or business or job or reputation.

21 Because words matter.  Words are weapons.

22         So here's our suggestion.  And the worst thing

23 we can do as an attorney or anybody else is to go

24 overboard.  This case angers me because I think it's

25 danger to all of us.  I'd like to go overboard, but I'm
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1 not.

2         So when you look at what's going to have an

3 effect that they can't just brush off as a mosquito bite

4 or something immaterial, look at what their wealth is.

5 If we look at slide A, we know that their wealth is net

6 worth.  We know that in fiscal year 2018, it's

7 1,093,300,000.  One billion, ninety-three million.  So

8 what does it take for someone with a billion dollar's

9 net worth to care about what you say as a jury?

10         If we go to slide B, we see that rather than

11 things going poorly for them, because I think they tried

12 to say, oh gee, we're vulnerable, you can see, as you

13 saw before, that their assets in 2017 increased by

14 77.2 million, and in 2018, by 74 million.

15         And I'm sorry.  Can you pull you up slide D

16 first, please?

17         THE COURT:  Attorney Plakas, just for your --

18 you are at 30 minutes.  You can continue.

19         MR. PLAKAS:  At my own risk.

20         THE COURT:  At your own risk.

21         MR. PLAKAS:  So that's the purpose of punitive

22 damages, to discourage people from certain things.  So

23 that is going to discourage me from talking a lot.

24         So if you go to B, back to B, that's -- you saw

25 that the lawsuit is immaterial.
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1         For people that -- if you go to slide I.  For

2 people that are making a million dollars, like Krislov

3 did in 2015, 945,000 -- you've already heard the

4 testimony.  They paid him more than, significantly more

5 than 500,000 to take a year off and do nothing.  And

6 when you are talking about billion-dollar companies with

7 decision-makers with these amounts, then a punitive

8 damage -- a compensatory damage award of one percent

9 doesn't affect them.  So punitive damages need to be

10 significant.

11         So if you go to slide E.  What's significant?

12 I'd like to say 10 percent is significant.  Maybe

13 20 percent is.  But the worst thing I can do is appear

14 that we're overreaching.

15         So if you are a billion-dollar entity, what --

16 what will catch the world's attention?  One percent is a

17 punitive damage of ten million nine hundred thirty-two.

18 You can see 2, 3, 4 and 5 percent, what those amounts

19 are.

20         So you can do the math.  You figure out

21 proportionally what it takes to get people to change and

22 to do the right thing when they're a billion dollar

23 entity.  Clearly, a compensatory award of 11 million

24 doesn't phase them because they have sent out,

25 immediately within hours, a letter saying you were
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1 wrong.  And if I had to predict dollars to doughnuts --

2 well, maybe it is appropriate.  They don't accept that

3 $11 million, and there will be a fight beyond this.

4         Punitive damages, if you go to slide O, we would

5 suggest the following.  The range I believe for

6 additional punitive damages in your discretion for

7 Gibson's Bakery Number is 5 to 8 million dollars; for

8 Grandpa Gibson, I would suggest that to make a

9 difference, 6 to 9 million dollars; to David Gibson, 12

10 to 18 million dollars.

11         You are going to say, gee, that's a lot of

12 money.  It is a lot of money.  But if we follow the law

13 and if we understand that in the punitive damage phase

14 we've given the jury, and our justice system has given

15 the jury, the power to make changes, to help everybody,

16 to set examples.  You've got to figure out what it takes

17 for a billion-dollar corporation.

18         You saw their attitude from the stand.  You saw

19 what they did.  Remember, they didn't think you would

20 find out.  But they sent out the letter within hours

21 after your compensatory damage.  They think they are

22 never wrong.  That's institutional arrogance.  If you

23 are an 800-pound gorilla in a community or if you are

24 the Goliath, you are used to no one ever challenging

25 you.
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1         You have more power than anyone else in this

2 country at this point to challenge them.  The only way

3 to challenge them and to do good for all of us, for this

4 entire country, is awarding an appropriate punitive

5 damage award.

6         Thank you.

7         THE COURT:  Thank you.  For the defense.

8         MS. ZIDAR:  Good morning.

9         THE JURORS:  Good morning.

10         MS. ZIDAR:  "The first thing we do is kill all

11 the lawyers."  One of my dad's favorite sayings from

12 Shakespeare's Henry V.

13         You've heard a lot from lawyers over the past

14 two weeks, so I'll be brief.  I'm sure you've heard

15 enough from lawyers for a lifetime.

16         Here we are, about six weeks after you were

17 empaneled.  I'm sure you didn't foresee this when you

18 were filling out your jury questionnaires.  I know I

19 didn't.  We do truly appreciate your dedication and your

20 attention.  This has been an extraordinary burden to

21 you, and it is very much appreciated.  And we do, we do

22 respect everything you've done and the attention you've

23 shown.

24         An entire series of events occurred in November

25 of 2016, that brought us all to this courtroom today.
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1 And I really think there are some things we can agree

2 on.  We can't change the past, but we can learn from it.

3 Difficult experiences, errors in judgment, traumatic

4 events, these are things that change us.  Difficult

5 times are life's best teacher.

6         Dean Raimondo has been through a difficult time.

7 The college has been through a difficult time.  It has

8 changed them.  Your verdict has changed them.  Change

9 had already begun, as I initially discussed with you,

10 before you were already -- before you were empaneled,

11 before this trial was ever, ever scheduled or began.  So

12 there has been process of improvement.  The college

13 wants the community it resides within to thrive.  It

14 wants the Gibsons to thrive.

15         The freshman initiation program that President

16 Ambar talked to you about, the Community 101, that's the

17 paragraph.  This isn't institutional arrogance.  They

18 know this was a problem.  They are working through the

19 process.  Even today, during this trial, Oberlin College

20 promotes Gibson's Bakery.

21         I'm going to show you a page of the website.

22 This is on Oberlin College's website, and it describes

23 to students how they can use their Obie Dollars, their

24 prepaid credit cards, prepaid debit cards.  They're

25 encouraging their students to shop there.  There's no
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1 malice towards them.

2         With respect to the elements you need to look

3 at, we've talked a lot about them, and I'm not going to

4 spend a whole lot of time.  But it is important for you

5 to understand that the actual malice standard, knowing,

6 the knowing distribution of false material, that has to

7 be measured at the time of publication.  And we have

8 talked about this before.

9         But just to emphasize this point, e-mails that

10 Dean Raimondo got after the protests saying, "I know the

11 Gibsons, they're not racist," that has no bearing on the

12 moment that Dean Raimondo was handed that flyer in the

13 minute or two that she had it before she gave it to

14 Jason Hawk.  She had, as you've already found, she had

15 no possible way to know whether the contents of that

16 flyer were true or false.  There is no constitutional

17 actual malice.  That's not the intentional publication

18 of a false statement.  It can't possibly be.

19         The same with the Student Senate Resolution,

20 which was published without her or Marvin Krislov even

21 knowing the contents.  It's not -- state of mind isn't

22 measured after.  Not a minute after publication, not a

23 day, certainly not seven months, eight months or

24 two years.  Before and at the time of the publication.

25 There is no actual malice.  Your initial verdict on that
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1 was correct.

2         With respect to the tortious interference and

3 the intentional infliction of emotional distress claim,

4 we talked about what that requires.  Hatred, ill will,

5 spite.

6         The business suspension was done to stop the

7 protests.  It wasn't done to injure the Gibsons.  You

8 found it did injure them, and you compensated them for

9 that injury.  If you award punitive damages, it needs to

10 be because you have determined through clear and

11 convincing evidence, not more evidence than less

12 evidence, but firm, clear, certain evidence that that

13 decision was specifically made to injure the Gibsons.

14 That's not what happened.  That's not what happened.

15         We had protests.  This was a chaotic period.

16 The dean and the administration did what they thought

17 they needed to do to stop the situation.  That was their

18 motivation, not injury to the Gibsons, not hatred, not

19 spite.

20         The texts that Attorney Plakas showed you with

21 respect to -- there's a quote in there by Dean Raimondo,

22 upset, something about a stupid bakery order,

23 interfering, you know, or is going to screw these kids.

24 Again, there's a different way to interpret that.  The

25 college is trying to stop the protests.  That in turn
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1 was interpreted by the prosecutor of these kids as an

2 economic boycott and wound up hurting them, wound up

3 removing their chances at diversion, made the prosecutor

4 come down harder on them.  That's why she was upset.

5         Stop the protests?  Now these kids, these kids

6 now are being affected collaterally by that.  In some

7 respects, the people who are making the decision felt

8 like there was nothing they could do to improve the

9 situation.  But they weren't motivated to hurt the

10 Gibsons.  That's just not what occurred, and there's not

11 clear and convincing evidence of that.

12         Another thing to keep in mind is a lot of these

13 e-mails, these texts they have, frankly very

14 unprofessional language, the Gibsons only became aware

15 of those because of this litigation.  They weren't

16 directed at them.  That's not evidence of malice and

17 that's not evidence of intent that you can use in

18 determining whether or not punitive damages should be

19 awarded in connection with the emotional distress claim.

20 They certainly don't reflect the official position of

21 the college, the reasons that Marvin Krislov made the

22 decision.

23         And I'm not going to spend a lot time explaining

24 to you why Donica Varner, the general counsel for the

25 college, would issue a statement protecting her client's
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1 legal right.  I think you can separate the right of a

2 party in litigation to defend itself, to maintain

3 consistency to protect legal issues, and the college's

4 actual state of mind in November of 2016, when the

5 events at issue and the lawsuits were occurring.  A

6 letter of June of 2019 is not relevant to determining

7 what the motivation of the actors were in November and

8 December and January of 2017.

9         Consider President Ambar's initiative.  The

10 college is taking the proactive measures, and that began

11 before this trial began.  And you heard the real

12 financial facts.  Those billion-dollar figures that are

13 being thrown out, that's not, that's not accurate.  Most

14 of the money is restricted.  There is less than

15 $50 million that's not restricted, and of that, a large

16 portion of it is dedicated to certain debt.  The college

17 is already fighting declining enrollment.

18         Words are weapons.  We've heard that a few

19 times.  You have compensated the Gibsons for that.

20 That's what your initial deliberations were about.

21         A punitive damages award at this point will

22 impact people that had nothing to do with this process,

23 nothing to do with these events.  Money's going directly

24 from Oberlin College to the students who could otherwise

25 not afford a college education.
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1         Punishment of Oberlin College means punishing

2 its employees, students, members of the surrounding

3 community, our community.

4         Like you, I've been away from home and my family

5 for quite a bit since this trial began.  I've got two

6 boys, young men now, really, who were never particularly

7 interested in sports.  But turns out my youngest

8 actually likes music.  He's also an early riser.  He

9 didn't get either one of those equalities from me by the

10 way.

11         He plays the piano.  And one of my favorite

12 things on the weekend, occasionally, I will wake up to

13 hear him playing.  You know how parents think.  Maybe

14 something will happen with that, right?  Maybe he will

15 go to the Conservatory.  Maybe your kids will.  Maybe

16 your nieces and nephews will.  Will the punitive damages

17 award encourage that dream or discourage it?

18         The college found itself in the middle of a very

19 tumultuous situation in November of 2016, but the

20 decision-makers were not motivated to inflict injury.

21 They were just motivated to stop the protests.

22         It's now 2019, and things have changed.  The

23 college has learned from this experience.  Dean Raimondo

24 has learned from this experience.  A punitive damages

25 award is not necessary to motivate change.  I ask you to
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1 allow all of us to move forward and not look backward.

2         Thank you.

3         THE COURT:  Seven minutes for rebuttal.

4         MR. PLAKAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  I see you

5 raised your eyebrow.

6         THE COURT:  Just letting you know I was

7 counting.

8         MR. PLAKAS:  In seven minutes, I cannot answer

9 everything that's been raised.  You do know the answers.

10 They, once again, are using their attorney to apologize

11 and say things that they won't say or they don't

12 believe.  There's no apology, no administrative changes.

13 They're still blaming the students.  They blame

14 students, but they ask, you don't defect the students.

15 We're blaming them.  They will be affected, their

16 administration will be affected, the way they run the

17 college should be affected.

18         With regard to publication, they want to forget

19 about the intentional infliction of emotional distress

20 or the interference with business relationships and only

21 talk about the libel, which is fine.  Let's talk about

22 the libel.

23         When she passed out the flyer, you now have

24 conclusive evidence from a high-ranking official, and

25 all of them when they got on the stand and testified, we
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1 knew there was no basis to believe that the Gibsons were

2 racist.  Ferdinand Protzman said, "None of us believed

3 that."  But still, she's passing out and publishing the

4 flyer.

5         On the University owned and controlled bulletin

6 board in the student union, the Student Senate

7 Resolution stayed up there for one year.  President

8 Krislov said, if you want to publicize something, that

9 board would be a good place to do that because it's

10 right in the middle of the student union, and thousands

11 of people go by there.  For them to say that Vice

12 President Raimondo, dean of students, a floor up never

13 saw that in a year, I really don't believe that can be

14 truthful.

15         Without a punitive damage award, it will be

16 business as usual.  So when they talked about, well,

17 gee, woe on us, we're concerned about finances, how

18 concerned were they about the finances of the Gibson

19 Bakery that is still struggling and will struggle until

20 this case is concluded in all its aspects?

21         They think that 135-year-old business, a

22 134-year-old business was worth $35,000, and they paid

23 someone more than $65,000 to try to persuade you of

24 that.  They basically said you should shut this down and

25 go out and get jobs.  David Gibson is 64, whatever he
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1 is.

2         So in closing, I would like to say that I think

3 you are here because of fate.  You didn't sign up for

4 this.  You didn't plan for this.  We work all our lives

5 to get to the position where we're trying to do

6 something good for our families, our community, our

7 country.  Some of us go to school and work through

8 school, some of us go into the trades, some of us work

9 at home.  All the good work we do, we affect and help

10 one person at a time.  If we're in counseling, if we're

11 in a medical profession, if we're in a teaching

12 profession, if we're anywhere, service profession, our

13 best efforts enable us to help one person or one family

14 at a time.

15         I've done this, as you've heard now, for over

16 four decades.  I can only help one person or one family

17 at a time.  I've never had the power that's been granted

18 to you to actually help with your verdict tens of

19 thousands of people across this country.  When I say

20 that, I say that because I agree with what Attorney

21 Zidar said, that colleges are watching us and you.

22         In every college campus, there's thousands of

23 students that every year are graduating and come out and

24 become a part of our society.  And when Attorney Zidar

25 says this is terrible or dangerous for colleges, you
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1 know what, they're begging for it.  We're not doing the

2 students any favors by letting them act like nursery

3 school students and threaten tantrums or throw tantrums.

4 Everyone needs discipline and guidance.

5         In that regard, to give you the power to do

6 something, that's a forever thing.  And to be frank, I'm

7 envious of your position.  I honor, I respect it.  But

8 you forevermore, in this case, will know that you

9 executed, I hope, a power that helps our entire country,

10 students everywhere.

11         It is a tipping point.  You will learn that

12 soon.  I know you had blinders on.  You had to by order

13 of the Court.  You will learn that soon.  But

14 forevermore, depending upon your verdict, you will be

15 known as the Gibson Bakery jury or a Gibson Bakery

16 juror, and you can talk or give interviews or do

17 whatever you feel that is appropriate in the future.

18 But to have that badge, to have that mantle, that is

19 fate, because none of us get that opportunity to

20 actually do good things that are lasting that will

21 affect literally our entire country.  It's a tipping

22 point.  You have the power to tip it in the right

23 direction.

24         So finally, with regard to how this affects all

25 of us.  You've heard too many words from me too long,
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1 and in the last minute, if I still have it, with your

2 permission, rather than my words, I'd like you -- I'd

3 like to read a poem to you.  And it's a poem that was

4 written in 1624, by a minister of the Church of England.

5 And his point was no one suffers alone.  All beings are

6 one with God.  Whatever affects our fellow man affects

7 us.

8         So when someone says this is only a case about

9 the Gibson family or only a case about Oberlin College

10 and this is just an island, John Donne, in 1624, wrote a

11 poem that said, "No man is an island."  He wrote it as

12 he heard church bells ringing at a funeral where someone

13 passed away.  And sometimes when we hear about someone

14 else's issues or someone else's problems, you say, well,

15 they're not my problem.  This case shows that a problem

16 is all of our problems.

17         So with your permission, with my last words,

18 John Donne, "No man is an island."

19         "No man is an island, entire of itself; every

20 man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main.  If

21 a clod of dirt be washed away by the sea, Europe is the

22 less, as well as if a promontory were, as well as any

23 manor of thy friend's or of thine own were washed away.

24 Any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in

25 mankind, and therefore never ask to know for whom the
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1 bell tolls; it tolls for thee."

2         So when you hear that funeral bell, when you

3 hear about someone else's distress, when you hear about

4 things that can affect other people, it's not just them.

5 And therefore, never sent to know for whom the bell

6 tolls, it tolls for thee.  It tolls for all of us.

7         Thank you.

8         THE COURT:  Members of the jury, I do need to

9 instruct you on the law now.  It will be brief, probably

10 10 to 15 minutes, not like the previous instructions.

11         But you have heard the evidence and arguments of

12 counsel.  It is now the duty of the Court to instruct

13 you on the law which applies to this portion of the

14 case.  The Court and the jury have separate functions.

15 You decide the disputed facts and I give the

16 instructions of law.  It is your sworn duty to accept

17 these instructions and to apply the law as it is given

18 to you.  You are not permitted to change the law nor to

19 apply your own idea of what you think the law should be.

20         In the compensatory phase instructions, I read

21 you detailed instructions on what you were permitted to

22 consider and not consider in reaching your verdict.  You

23 should consider the evidence in this phase in the same

24 manner as the compensatory phase.

25         In reaching your verdict on punitive damages,
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1 you may consider both the evidence and testimony from

2 the compensatory phase and the evidence and testimony

3 from the punitive damage phase.

4         The definitions in this section were all

5 previously read to you on the record in the compensatory

6 instructions.  I am not going to reread them to you

7 again, but they are indicated below for your reference

8 during the deliberations.

9         These include the definition of evidence, the

10 value of evidence, direct evidence, circumstantial

11 evidence, inferences, the statistical evidence, the

12 written stipulation and agreed exhibits, the judicial

13 notice that was taken in the first phase, and the

14 limiting instruction as to Plaintiffs' Exhibit 257.

15         I also defined for you what testimony was and

16 credibility.

17         I told you that evidence excluded the pleadings

18 or any statement counsel made during the trial.  Opening

19 statements and closing arguments are not evidence.  I

20 indicated what you were to do with evidence that was

21 stricken from the record, evidence where there were

22 objections and speculations or improper questions.

23         I told you that you were the judges of the facts

24 and the credibility of the witnesses and the weight of

25 the evidence.
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1         I explained and defined for you what weight of

2 evidence was and what tests you would apply to determine

3 the credibility of witnesses and testimony.  I also said

4 that you could ignore all or part of any testimony.

5         We talked about any expert witnesses and any

6 hypothetical questions, and explained to you what a

7 hypothetical question was and the effect of an opinion

8 not based on a hypothetical question, and the weight

9 that you could give to an expert's testimony.

10         Now we're going to talk about punitive damages.

11         Because you found that the plaintiffs are

12 entitled to compensatory damages against the defendants,

13 you must now consider whether you will separately award

14 punitive damages.

15         Punitive damages may be awarded against the

16 defendants as punishment and to discourage others from

17 committing similar wrongful acts.  You are not required

18 to award punitive damages to the plaintiffs, and you may

19 not do so unless you find that the plaintiffs have met

20 their burden to prove by clear and convincing evidence

21 that:

22         (A) the defendants' actions demonstrated actual

23 malice; or defendant Oberlin College, as an employer,

24 knowingly authorized, participated in or ratified the

25 actions or omissions of an employee that demonstrated
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1 malice.

2         Actual malice necessary for an award of punitive

3 damages is:

4         (A) a state of mind characterized by hatred, ill

5 will, or spirit of revenge; or a conscious disregard for

6 the rights and safety of others, of another person that

7 has a great probability of causing substantial harm.

8         Substantial means major or significant and not

9 trifling or small.

10         Clear and convincing evidence means that the

11 evidence must produce in your minds a firm belief or

12 conviction about the facts to be proved.  It must be

13 more than evidence that simply outweighs or overbalances

14 the evidence opposed to it.

15         If you award punitive damages, it should be

16 presumed that the plaintiffs have been made whole for

17 their injuries by the award of compensatory damages.  In

18 determining the amount of punitive damages, you may

19 consider all of the following:  (A) the harm caused

20 which physical as opposed to economic; the tortious

21 conduct and indifference or reckless disregard of the

22 health or safety of others; the target of the contact --

23 excuse me.  The target of the conduct had financial

24 vulnerability; the conduct involved repeated action or

25 was an isolated incident; and the harm was a result of
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1 intentional malice, trickery or deceit or mere accident.

2         The amount you award should be fair and

3 reasonable and should not be influenced by passion or

4 prejudice.

5         If you decide that the defendant is liable for

6 punitive damages, you must also decide whether the

7 defendant is liable for the reasonable attorney fees of

8 counsel employed by the plaintiffs in the prosecution of

9 this case.

10         If you decide that the defendant is liable for

11 those attorney fees, the Court will determine the

12 amount.

13         Libel Actual Malice

14         You may not award punitive damages on

15 plaintiff's libel claims unless you find that the

16 plaintiffs have met their burden to prove by clear and

17 convincing evidence that the defendants' libeled

18 plaintiffs while acting with libel actual malice.

19         Actual malice for the purposes of a libel claim

20 occurs when a defendant makes a false statement either

21 with knowledge that it is false or with reckless

22 disregard of whether it is false or not.

23         Reckless disregard means the defendant acted

24 while actually aware of the probable falsity of the

25 statement or the defendant entertained serious doubt as
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1 to the truth of the statement.

2         The defendants' failure to investigate may be

3 considered evidence that the defendant acted with

4 reckless disregard to the statement's truth or falsity,

5 but only if you find from the facts and circumstances

6 that a defendant had serious doubt about the truth of

7 the statement.

8         Plaintiffs seek damages from Oberlin College for

9 injuries caused by Oberlin College employees.  An

10 employer is liable for injuries caused by their employee

11 while acting in scope of that employment.

12         You will find for the plaintiff if you find by

13 the greater weight of the evidence that:  (A) the

14 individual was an employee of Oberlin College; and the

15 employee's actions constituted libel, intentional

16 interference with business relationships, or intentional

17 infliction of emotional distress; and the employee's

18 actions were done within the scope of their employment;

19 and the employee's actions violated the duty owed by the

20 employee to the plaintiff; and the actions of the

21 employee were a direct cause of the plaintiffs'

22 injuries.

23         You must separately determine -- you must

24 separately determine that the plaintiff has established

25 all of the above elements by a preponderance of the
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1 evidence.

2         I have previously defined for you "employee,"

3 "corporations" "scope of employment," "complete

4 departure from scope," "partial departure from scope,"

5 "intentional act of employee," and "ratification."

6         The Closing Instructions

7         The Court has given you the instructions of law

8 applicable to this case.  When you retire to the jury

9 room, please select a foreperson.  It can be the same

10 foreperson you used during the compensatory phase or a

11 different person.  The foreperson serves the purpose of

12 helping to conduct your deliberations in an orderly

13 manner and to give each of you the opportunity to

14 express your opinion.  One additional duty of the

15 foreperson is to see to it that the verdict forms and

16 exhibits are returned to Court after you do reach a

17 verdict.

18         In order to conclude this case, it is necessary

19 that at least six members of the jury agree upon a

20 verdict.  The members of the jury agreeing upon the

21 verdict must sign their names to the form of the verdict

22 to which they have agreed.  The foreperson needn't be

23 among the six who have agreed in order to reach a

24 verdict.

25         You are warned not to discuss your verdict until
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1 it has been returned to the Court, nor are you to

2 discuss the status of your deliberation with anyone.

3         When you have reached and signed a verdict, you

4 will summon the bailiff who will return you to the

5 courtroom, at which time your verdict will be announced.

6         Now, jury interrogatories.  You again will be

7 given written questions called interrogatories.  You

8 must answer them in writing, starting with the first

9 question.  You must follow carefully the directions

10 about how to proceed because the directions will tell

11 you what questions to answer and whether to sign the

12 general verdict for the plaintiffs or the defendants.

13         The question is answered when at least six of

14 the jurors agree.  All who sign -- all who agree must

15 sign.  If six jurors cannot agree, you should report to

16 the Court via the bailiff.

17         In answering the first three interrogatories,

18 you will apportion the total amount of compensatory

19 damages you awarded to each plaintiff with respect to

20 each claim that you found in their favor.  These first

21 three interrogatories will not change nor affect the

22 amount of the total compensatory damages you previously

23 awarded to each plaintiff.

24         In considering the apportionment of total

25 compensatory damages for each claim, you are not to
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1 consider any of the evidence presented during the

2 punitive stage of the trial.

3         Following those interrogatories, the remaining

4 interrogatories relate only to the punitive damage

5 claims.

6         If you have questions during your deliberations,

7 discuss it in the privacy of the jury room.  It should

8 not reflect the status of your deliberations.  Reduce it

9 to writing, have it signed by the foreperson, and

10 deliver it to the bailiff who will submit it to the

11 Court, just like you did in the previous phase.

12         When you've reached a verdict, sign it in ink,

13 advise the bailiff using the telephone.  And then you

14 know the drill.  You are going to be returned to the

15 courtroom.

16         And after your verdict is returned, you may

17 discuss this case with anyone, but you are not required

18 to do that.  Whether you discuss this case with the

19 Court, media, counsel, is a matter of your own free

20 choice.

21         Okay.  All right.  They can now retire and start

22 their deliberations.  I think we did order lunch for you

23 as well.

24                            ***

25             (Whereupon, the jury commenced
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1               deliberations at 11:43 a.m.)

2                            ***

3    (Whereupon, the jury returned to the courtroom

4          at 3:00 p.m. with their verdict and

5                the following took place.)

6                            ***

7         THE COURT:  So you informed the Court you have a

8 verdict.  Was it the same foreperson?

9         THE FOREPERSON:  Yes.

10         THE COURT:  Juror Number --

11         THE FOREPERSON:  Nine.

12         THE COURT:  Nine.  We did ask you to deliver

13 those to the courtroom.

14         Because there were so many interrogatories, I

15 reviewed them, and I will announce the verdicts here

16 now.

17         Again, I'm going to read the general verdicts,

18 and the interrogatories will be available to counsel.

19         General verdict, David R. Gibson's claim:  We,

20 the Jury, do hereby find for David R. Gibson and against

21 Oberlin College on David R. Gibson's punitive damage

22 claim related to David R. Gibson's claim for intentional

23 infliction of emotional distress.  Signed by all eight

24 jurors.

25         General verdict, David R. Gibson on the punitive
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1 damage claim related to the libel against Defendant

2 Oberlin College:  We, the Jury, do hereby find for David

3 R. Gibson and against Oberlin College on David R.

4 Gibson's punitive damage claim related to David R.

5 Gibson's claim for libel.  Signed by all eight jurors.

6         General verdict, David R. Gibson's punitive

7 damage claim for libel against Defendant Meredith

8 Raimondo:  We, the Jury, do hereby find for David R.

9 Gibson and against Meredith Raimondo on David R.

10 Gibson's punitive damage claim.  Signed by all of the

11 jurors.

12         Please specify the amount of punitive damages

13 you are awarding to plaintiff David R. Gibson and

14 against the Defendant Oberlin College and/or Defendant

15 Meredith Raimondo.  That amount is $17,500,000.

16         General verdict for Bros., Inc.'s punitive

17 damage claim -- punitive damage on claim for libel

18 against Defendant Oberlin College:  We, the Jury, do

19 hereby find for Gibson Bros., Inc. and against Oberlin

20 College on Gibson Bros., Inc.'s punitive damages claim

21 related to Gibson Bros. Inc.'s claim for libel against

22 Oberlin College.  Signed by all eight jurors.

23         General verdict, Gibson Bros., Inc.'s punitive

24 damages claim for libel against the Defendant Meredith

25 Raimondo:  We, the Jury, do hereby find for Gibson
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1 Bros., Inc. and against Meredith Raimondo on Gibson

2 Bros., Inc.'s punitive damages claim related to Gibson

3 Bros., Inc.'s claim for libel.  Signed by all eight

4 jurors.

5         General verdict, Gibson Bros., Inc.'s punitive

6 damages claim for intentional interference with business

7 relationships against Defendant Meredith Raimondo:  We,

8 the Jury, do hereby find for Defendant Meredith Raimondo

9 and against Gibson Bros., Inc.'s punitive damages claim

10 related to Gibson Bros., Inc.'s claim for intentional

11 interference with business relationships.  Signed by

12 seven jurors.

13         Please specify the payment amount of punitive

14 damages you are awarding to plaintiff Gibson Bros.,

15 Inc.'s against Defendant Oberlin College and/or

16 Defendant Meredith Raimondo:  $6,973,500.

17         General verdict, Allyn W. Gibson's punitive

18 damages claim for intentional infliction of emotional

19 dress and against Oberlin College:  We, the Jury, do

20 hereby find for Allyn W. Gibson and against Oberlin

21 College on Allyn W. Gibson's punitive damage claim

22 related to Allyn W. Gibson's claim for intentional

23 infliction of emotional distress.  That is signed by all

24 eight jurors.

25         General verdict, Allyn W. Gibson's punitive
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1 damages on claims for libel against Defendant Oberlin

2 College:  We, the Jury, do hereby find for Allyn W.

3 Gibson and against Oberlin College on Allyn W. Gibson's

4 punitive damages claim related to Allyn W. Gibson's

5 claim for libel.  Signed by all eight jurors.

6         General verdict, Allyn W. Gibson's punitive

7 damages claim for libel against Defendant Meredith

8 Raimondo:  We, the Jury, do hereby find for Allyn W.

9 Gibson and against Meredith Raimondo on Allyn W.

10 Gibson's punitive damage claim.  Signed by all eight

11 jurors.

12         Please specify the amount of punitive damages

13 you are awarded to plaintiff Allyn W. Gibson and against

14 Defendant Oberlin College and/or Defendant Meredith

15 Raimondo:  $8,750,000.

16         The jury did also award attorney fees on all

17 claims.

18         Anything from either side at this point?

19         MR. PLAKAS:  No, your Honor.  Thank you.

20         THE COURT:  Anything from the defense?

21         MR. HOLMAN:  No, your Honor.  Thank you.

22         THE COURT:  At this time I have no surprises.

23 You are done.  And again, I want to thank you for your

24 service on this case.  And as I mentioned, you are free

25 to speak with anyone and to deny anyone the right to
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1 speak with you.  That is clearly your choice after the

2 verdict.

3         There has been media coverage all along, so you

4 just decide what you want to do.  Okay?  Thank you.

5                           ***

6                (The jury was excused.)

7                           ***

8           (The proceedings were concluded.)

9
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1                 C E R T I F I C A T E

2 The State of Ohio,  )
                    ) SS:

3 County of Lorain.   )

4

5      I, Cathlene M. Camp, Official Court Reporter in the

6 Court of Common Pleas, Lorain County, Ohio, duly

7 appointed therein, do hereby certify that this is a

8 correct transcript of the proceedings in this case on

9 June 13, 2019.

10      I further certify that this is a complete

11 transcript of the testimony.

12      IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have subscribed my name this

13 13th day of June, 2019.

14

15

16

17

18                          __________________________

19                          Cathlene M. Camp, RPR
                         Official Court Reporter

20                          Lorain County, Ohio
                         225 Court Street, 7th Floor

21                          Elyria, OH  44035
                         (440) 329-5564

22

23

24      My Commission expires August 3, 2020

25




